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A CIVIL LAW PERSPECTIVE:
"FORGET E-DISCOVERY"

Michael E. Schneider

The common law world, and especially the US., faces serious
problems in the document production process in litigation when dealing
with electronically stored information (ESI). The vast amount of material
that is subject to discovery, and its diversity, have required new
litigation mIes concerning e-discovery in the US and the disclosure of
electronic documents in England. The mIes concern, in particular, the
search for electronically stored information, including deleted

information, and the obligations in these jurisdictions to preserve
relevant documents.

lt has been suggested that these issues should also be considered in
international arbitration, and that mIes and practices concerning the
production of ESI in international arbitration should be adapted to take
account of these developments.

The present author does not share this concern. The problems with
ESI in the common law world are linked to a particularparadigm in the
conduct of civil litigation, in particular, the joint responsibility of the
parties for the assembly of the documents related to the dispute at a time
before the parties have fully developed their respective cases. This

paradigm does not prevail in international arbitration where the parties
first present in detaiI their full case in writing, accompanied by the
available evidence, and may then request the production of specific
documents.

ln international arbitration, the preoccupation with e-discovery and
the proposaIs inspired by new mIes on e-discovery constitute a danger
which risks eroding the progress made in the past towards a model
inspired by civil law procedure, with restrictive and focused document
production. This erosion must be resisted.

The preoccupation with the discovery aspects of ESI in international
arbitration is aIso misguided because it distracts from the great advantages
which information technologies offer for the efficient conduct of

arbitration proceedings and from certain difficult questions and risks
which these technologies raise. These aspects should be given increased
attention.
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TERMINOLOGY

Before considering these matters in further detail a reference to

terminology is helpfuL The term "document" must be understood in a
very wide sense. ln English civil procedure the term electronic document
has been defined as extending

to electronic documents, including e-mail and other
electronic communications, word processed documents and
databases. ln addition to documents that are readily accessible
from computer systems and other electronic devices and media.
The definition covers those documents that are stored on
servers and back-up systems and electronic documents that
have been 'deleted. lt also extends to information stored and
associated with electronic documents known as metadata.1

The term "discovery" is used in Us. civil litigation to describe the
process by which the parties provide each other access to their respective
evidence, including documents but also witness depositions and other
forms of evidence.2 The term "disclosure" is used for information and
evidence which a party must produce on its own initiative. its scope is far
more linúted than discovery. ln England, disclosure is the principal
method by which the parties inform each other of the relevant
documentary evidence.3 A distinction is made between standard

disclosure and specific disclosure. The procedures for both differ in a
number of important respects from US-style discovery.

ln international arbitration, the term "discovery" is generally
avoided. The term "disclosure" sometimes is proposed, to avoid
associations with US style of discovery.4 However, since the term
"disclosure" is employed as a technical term in English civil procedure in a
sense which is different from the practice in international arbitration, it
does not appear suitable for describing the process in international
arbitration. Frequently, the expression" document production" is used.
This is the case, in particular, in the lBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence
in International Commercial Arbitration, adopted in their second edition
in 1999 (the "lBA Rules") and is frequently referred to in the context of

Scc Appendix 5, Practice Direction supplementing the English Civil Procedure
Rules, Part 31, Paragraph 2A.I.

2 ln proceedings before Federal Courts, the process is regulated in Rule 26 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

The matter is now regulated in Part 31 of the Civil Procedure Rules and the
corresponding Practice Direction, applicable in England and Wales, http:j jwww.
justice.gov .ukj civilj procrules_fi, accessed June 2008.

4 Sec, c.g., Smit & Robinson, E-Disclosl/rc iii Jiitcrnatioiiii Arbitratioii, 24-1 ARß.
INT'L, 105, 122 (2008).
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documentary evidence. The present commentary uses the term "document
production" for the process by which a party makes available to another
party in an arbitration documents for presentation as evidence.

When documents produced to one of the parties are introduced into
the arbitral proceedings, the term "production" also is used occasionally.
ln order to avoid confusion, it is preferable to use a different term. The
UNClTRAL Arbitration Rules5 and lBA Rules use the term "subnút".6
Therefore, we shall use the term "submit" for the introduction of
documentary evidence into the arbitration and its presentation to the
arbitral tribunaL.

P ARADIGMS lN CIVIL PROCEDURE: THE SCOPE OF THE
COMMON LAW/CIVIL LAW DIVIDE

The recent discussions about electronic evidence, and the issues
which it rais es in the context of production in international arbitration,
show the extent to which concepts and practices often remain infuenced
by the litigation practice of the protagonists. There is a clearly prevailing
trend, or "good practice", in international arbitration, as will be shown
below; but the extent to which this trend prevails depends to sorne degree
on the background of the user.

ln a recent article on the subject of e-disclosure in international

arbitration SMIT and ROBINSON make the daring affirmation that

... the primary purposes of disclosure7 are the same in

international arbitration as they are in litigation: to avoid unfair
surprise at trial or hearing and to discover the facts and get to
the truth in order to crea te the record necessary for a just result.8

This statement and the guidelines proposed by the authors of that
article clearly show the influence of US-style discovery rules and
practices; as do arbitration practices which one occasionaUy and, perhaps,
increasingly finds in cases in which counsel and tribunal are from a US
background. Before considering the impact which electronic evidence may
have on international arbitration, the treatrent of documentary evidence
in domestic civil procedure must be understood and the infuence of this
procedure in international arbitration must be considered.

Article 18 (2) for intace speaks of "documents and other evidence (the
claimant) wil submit".

6 Article 3 (1) provides that " each Party shaH submit to the Arbitral Tribunal....

ail documents available to it on which it relies...".
7 The term is used in a sense which resembles US discovery, mitigated by the

Sedona principles (see below).
8 Op.cit,12I.
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The distinction between the civil law and common law families of
legal systems in many respects can be núsleading; there are great
differences within each of these fanúlies. This is also true in the field of
civil procedure. Much has been written about the differences between the
Iegal systems in the field of document production.9 ln this essay onIy the
basic approaches can be highlighted. Most of the variations in the rules of
civil procedure in different common law and civillaw countries wil have
to be disregarded. HANOTIAU describes the differences as foUows:

ln practice this means that in the common law world, and
especially in the United States, '(rlequests for documents

typicaUy are far-reaching in scope and require parties and non-
parties to expend considerable time and expense in responding
to such requests', whereas in Continental Europe, Latin America
and Arab States it is generally for the parties to subnút with
their briefs the documents on which they rely; and although
national courts may have a residual power to order the
production of documents, they rarely seem to use it.1O

This summary description shows that the difference is often
conceived in terms of extent and scope of the required document

production. It also points, however, to sorne more fundamental

differences, not just with respect to document production but with respect
to the organisation of the procedure as a whole and the roles of the parties
in it. One núght even speak of a different paradigm which concerns the
approach to evidence, especially documentary evidence and, more
generally, to truth. Perhaps the difference in paradigms may be described
as follows: joint responsibility of the parties for the evidence in the interest
of some objective truth in the common law world, differing from the civil
law world, in which each party not only has the burden of proof for its
case but also has the responsibility for obtaining and producing the
supporting evidence and in which the search for truth is less ambitious,
linúted as it is to the "relative truth" between the parties and their

aUegations. This difference can also be seen in the manner in which the
proceedings progress and how evidentiary questions are treated.

ln civil law systems, a party, as a matter of principle, is expected to
build its case with the evidence it has available. ßefore exposing another
party to the burden of contentious proceedings, a party is expected to have

Sec, e.g., Dociimeiit Prodiictio/l i/l liiternatioiiil Arbitratioii, 200 Special
Supplement to the ICC International Court of Arbitration Bulletin (referred to as ¡CC
Court Bulleti, 200 Supplement), with reports l'rom different jurisdictions and a
"tentative definition of 'Best Practices'" by HANOTIAU.

JO Id. at 113, 114; the quotation is l'rom KIMMELMAN & MACGRAWTH, "Document

Production in the United States", ¡CC Court Bulletin, 2006 Supplement, 43.
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deternúned that it has solid grounds for doing so and to have made serious
efforts to establish its case. As a matter of principle, each party is defending
its own case. There is no duty on a party to assist its opponent in the
construction of its defence. There are, of course, exceptions to this principle
and means and methods to reduce the inequitable effects that would resuIt
from a strict application of this approach; but they are exceptions to a
principle that determines litigation practice. ln this respect, as in sorne

others, it may weIl be said that the civil law procedures are more
"adversary" and less "inquisitorial" than the common law procedures. Il

The organisation of proceedings in civil and commercial matters
before courts in civil law countries may be summarised as follows: the
claimant, and then the l'es pondent, set out their case in writing. These

written submissions contain the factual aIlegations of each party and
identify the evidence on which each party relies. Documentary evidence
may be produced with the submissions or at a later date. Sorne rules of
procedure require each party to contradict specifcally the allegations of its
opponent; evidence then is required only with respect to allegations which
are contested and relevant in the eyes of the court. It is only when both
parties have produced their respective submissions and evidence, and the
court may have forrned a view about the contested allegations and their
relevance for the outcome of the dispute, that specific requests for
document production are normally made and deternúned.

ln the US, the organisation of the procedure follows a different

track. Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a party must fie with

its first appearance or other procedural act a "Disclosure Statement",
identifying "each individual likely to have discoverable information ...
that the disclosing party may use to support its claims or defenses",

providing documents which it "may use to support its claims or defenses"
and a computation of the damages claimed.12 Parties may also obtain from
other parties to the litigation, voluntarily or by court order, "discovery of
any matter relevant to the subject matter involved in the action". From a
civil law perspective, it is important to note that the relevance of the
information that is discoverable is not determined by reference to a
particular allegation of fact but very generally by its relation to the "subject
matter" of the case. ln other words, disco very is not linúted to evidence,

but goes further. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure state clearly:

Relevant information need not be admissible at the trial if the
discovery appears reasonably calculated to lead to the disco very
of adnússible evidence.13

11 Sec Reymond, Coiiiion Law and Civil Law Procedure: Whiclz is the More
Inquisitorial?, 5-4 ARß.IN1L (1989).

12 FEDERAL RULESOF CIVIL PROCEDURE, Rules 7.1 (b) and 26 (a),
13 Rules 26 (b) (1).
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A particularly signficant feature of this joint responsibility for the
evidentiary basis is the "duty to preserve" which rests upon the parties
even before litigation has commenced:

ln the American judicial system, every litigant know that once a
complaint is filed, there is a duty to preserve relevant

documents. But that duty usually arises earlier: a claimant or
plaintiff must preserve relevant information once it is going to
pursue a claim and a respondent or defendant must preserve

relevant information once it knows or reasonably anticipates
that litigation is cOllng.14

lt is in this context and through these pre-trial procedures that the
factual basis is estabIished for the case which is then presented at triaL. ln
other words, the parties have an obligation jointly to cooperate in the
establishment of this factual basis. Its relevance for the case, Le. its
evidentiary nature, is fully revealed only at the triaL

The ruIes in England have evolved away from the mIes still practiced
in the US and, especially since the Woolf reform, have come c10ser to the

civillaw paradigm. Each of the parties discloses its documentary evidence
in what is called "standard disclosure"15 shorÙY after the commencement of
the proceedings or, exceptionally, before their start.16 lt is only when a party
considers this disclosure is "inadequate" that it may apply for an order of
"specifc disclosure", which requires the addressee to carry out a search for
specific documents or classes of documents and to disclose them.17 Standard
disclosure requires a party to identify not only the documents upon which it
relies for its case but also those which adversely affect its case and which
support or adversely affect the other party's case. ln the pre-trial period,
litigants in England are 1l0W, as a result of the Woolf reform, better informed
about their opponents case, since the CPR require the SUbllssion not only of
particulars of claim at the commencement of the litigation but also of a
statement of c1aim and a statement of defence. However, these statements
are rarely as developed as what is required in SUbllssions under the civil
procedure in most civil law countries.

LEADING PARADIGM lN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION

Arbitratioii practitioners often continue to approach international
arbitration procedures with the experience of the mIes and practices
developed in litigation before their domestic courts. Even where these

14 Barkett, E-Discovery For Arbitrators, 1-2 Disp. RES. IN'r'L, 129, 148 (2007). See also

Chapter 4 below.
15 Civil Procedure Rules (CPI~) 31.6.

16 CPR31.16.

17 CPR 31.12 aiid Prictice Directioii - Disclosiire iiiid liispectioii, para. 5.1.
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practitioners are frequently engaged in international arbitration, the
infuence of domestic litigation practices is often apparent. The discussion
of e-discovery in international arbitration is a good example of the extent
to which the approach to arbitration issues remains under the infuence of
domestic litigation experience.18

However, despite the prevaig cultural differences the specificity of
arbitration, and international arbitration in particular, is generally recognsed.
ln many respects international arbitration differs clearly from the civil
procedure of any particular jurisdiction. With respect to the organisation of
the procedure and the collection and presentation of evidence a leading
paradigm has evolved. The UNClTRAL Arbitration Rules are a good
expression of this paradigm. Their application in the proceedings before the
Iran-US Claims Tribunal has futher developed ths paradigm and, though
the formation of a new generation of international arbitration lawyers, maiy
from a US background, have futher advanced thi arbitration practice. The
following explanations on international arbitration practice are ilustrated
primarily by the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, in their original version of
1976 and the now ongoing revision of these rules, which may be taken as an
expression of the prevailing practice in international arbitration, and by some
reference to their application in The Hague.

Organisation of the procedure

ln international arbitral proceedings the notice or request for
arbitration which initiates the proceedings, and a possible response to this
notice,19 is followed in the vast majority of cases by an exchange of detailed
written SUbllssions and the production by each party of the evidence

which it can muster in the form of documents, witness statements and

expert opinions. The 1976 UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules describe the initial
round of submissions as "Statement of Claim" and "Statement of Defence".

ln the former, the claimant must provide a "statement of the facts
supporting the claim"; it may join all documents deemed relevant, or make a
reference to the evidence which it Intends 10 submiPO The l'es pondent then

18 See. cg., the observation of TsE and PETER, "Confronting the Matrix: Do the
!BA Rules Require Amendment to Deal with the Challenges Posed by Electronically
Stores Information? Arbitration, voL 74, N° 1 (February 2(08), 28, at 33 wherein they
write: "The fact that the two pre-eminent common law jurisdictions have seen the need
to amend their procedural rules to deal with the questions surrounding electronicaly
stored information is a measure of the importance of the issue." They conclude that the
reforms in these countries jus tif Y a reconsideration of the !BA Evidence Rules.

19 The absence of a rule on such an anwer was one of the principal deficiencies

in the 1976 UNClTRAL Rules which lead to the now ongoing revision. ln the work
concerning this revision It is undisputed that a new article dealing with the response to
the notice of arbitration will be introduced.

20 Article 18 (2).
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replies to the statement of facts which the claimant has presented and may
annex "the documents on which he relies for rus defence", or may make
reference to the evidence which it intends to produce.21

ln the ongoing revision of these mIes the importance of these two
statements is further emphasised. The PAULSSON/PETROCHILOS
Report, which was the principal study addressing the revisions, proposed
two significant changes. The requirement for the statement of claim to
contain a "statement of facts supporting the case" was expanded to
include also the legal principles invoked by the claimant. Further, the
report proposed that joining the relevant documents to the statement of
claim should no longer be optionaL Instead, an amendment to the second
paragraph of Article 18 (2) was proposed as foUows:

The Statement of Claim shaH as far as possible be accompanied
by aU documents and other evidentiary materials relied upon
by the Claimant, or by references to them ....22

Corresponding changes were proposed with respect to the statement
of defence. ln support of the il' proposaIs, the authors referred to other
arbitration rules which had adopted similarly compelling provisions and
which the authors of the report considered to be good practice.
UNCITRAL Working Croup Il, which is in the course of preparing the
revised version of the Arbitration RuIes, followed in substance these

proposaIs, even though the final version of the new Articles 18 and 19 has
not yet been adopted.23

It is indeed now good practice in international arbitration that the
first detailed written submission of the claimant and the respondent,
respectiveIy, present the full case of each party and identify the evidence
on which each party relies. Normally the evidence so identified is
submitted at the same time.

Scope a1ld timi1lg of reqiiests for producti01l

ln the UNCITRAL Rules, this is the principal provision dealing with
the subnússion of documentary evidence. Each party subnúts its own
evidence. As the Iran-US Claims Tribunal expressly pointed out

2) Article 19 (2).

22 PAULSNjPETROCHlLOS, "Revision of the UNCITRAL Arbitration
Rules", a report commissioned by the UNCITRAL Secretariat, September 2006, p. 90.

n ln AjCN.9WC.JljWP.147j Add.1 of 3 August 2007, containg the second

draft for consideration by the Working Croup, a new letter (e) is added to Article 18 (2)
requiring that the statement of claim shaH include "the legaI (argument) (grounds)

supporting the claim"; it also con tains a provision identical to the second paragraph that
had been pl'posed in the PAULSONjPETROCHlLOs Report.
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H' the Party who carries the burden of proof determines at its
discretion what evidence it wishes to submit in support of its
Claim.24

The production of documents and other evidence which neither party
has produced is regulated in Article 24 (3) of the UNCITRAL Rules.

At any time during the arbitral proceedings the arbitral tribunal
may require the parties to produce documents, exhibits or other
evidence within su ch a period of time as the tribunal shall
deterllne.

While the tribunal, under this rule, may require the production of
evidence on its own initiative, the provision applies primarily in the case
of requests by one party for the production of evidence in the possession
of another party. Powers to grant such requests are generally recognised
in modern international arbitration, either through a specific clause (such
as that quoted above) or impliedly, in particular through powers to grant
interim measures. Detailed mIes in this respect are set out in Article 3 of
the lBA Rules.

The UNClTRAL Rules provide that the order to produce documents
may be made at "any time during the arbitral proceedings". A similar
expression is contained in Article 3 (9) of the !BA Rules. These words do
not exclude the possibility that a broad disco very request is made at an
early stage of the proceedings. However, such an early request,
irrespective of its scope, would not conform with standard practice.
Requests are normally made, if at aIl, only after the exchange of the
statements of claim and defence.

This practice is exemplified by the procedural calendar agreed by the
parties in an ongoing ICSID case: in its detailed statement of claim the
claimant sets out its case fuIly in law and in fact and produces aIl evidence
on which it wishes to rely. At this stage, the claimant specifies any

documents that it wishes the respondent to produce. The respondent then
produces these documents with its statement of defence or explains why it
does not consider itself obliged to produce some or aIl of the requested
documents; the respondent may make production requests at the same
occasion. The parties then may address the tribunal for a decision on the
unsatisfied production requests. The tribunal is then in a position to decide
the request(s), taking into consideration aIl relevant circumstances, in

particular the relevance of the requested evidence.

24 Offshore Company and NatIonallranian Oil Company, Case N° 133, Chamber

Two, Order of 26 June 1986, quoted from Caron, Capian & Pellonpää, The UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules, A Conunentary, 2006, 595.
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This sequence and timing of production requests are in line with
good practice in international arbitration. As explained by HANOTIAU:

lt is suggested that the best practice is to give the parties this
opportunity (of making production requestsl after the first
exchange of submissions (statement of claim and statement of
defence). The reasoning for this is as follows: the claimant

considers it has a case and presents it to the arbitral tribunal in
its statement of claim; at this point the defendant's role is

simply to present its defence in its answer; if after this first
exchange it appears that documents are necessary for one or the
other of the parties to successfully argue its position or satisfy
the burden of proof lying upon it, request for those documents
ta be produced should be filed with the arbitral tribunal ...25

This approach is necessary also because of the particular
circumstances in arbitration compared to those in litigation. English and
American courts have judicial sanctions at their disposaI in case a party
does not comply with an order for discovery or disclosure. Apart from the
exceptional cases in which an arbitral tribunal may order that the

defaulting party paya penalty, in the sense of the French expression

"astreinte", arbitral tribunals do not have such sanctions at their disposaI.
The only sanction they have is that of "adverse inferences". This implies
that, if a party fails to comply with an order to produce, the tribunal may
draw the following conclusions: it may (a) not fault the requesting party
when its evidence for a certain allegation otherwise would appear

insufficient and (b) infer that the withheld documents would have
supported the requesting party's allegation.26

An adverse inference, therefore, requires that the requesting party
has made an allegation which is relevant for the tribunal' s decision; for
which the requesting party has the burden of proof and which the
requested document is capable of proving.27 lt is obvious that these
conditions can be met and the tribunal can make such an inference onIy at
a time when each of the parties has presented its case in some detail and
the tribunal is in a position to form at least a preliminary view on the case
and facts which are relevant for its decision.

25 Op.cit. 115.
26 Concurring and Dissenting Opinion of Judge Charles N Brower Ùl Frederica

Lincoln Riahi and the government of the lslamic Republic of Iran, Award N° 600-85-1
(27 February 2(03), para. 2I.

27 For a summary of the requirements applied by the Iran-US Claims Tribunal,
5ee Concurring and Dissenting Opinion of JUtige Charles N. Brower in Frederica Lincoln
Riahi and the government of the Isla mie Republic of Iran, Award N° 600-485-1 (27
February 2(03), para. 30.
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The Iran-US Claims TribunaL, frequently confonted with requests for

document production, stated in clear terms that, in international
proceedings, a considered decision on such a request can be made only at
a stage when the tribunal has a reasonably good understanding of the case
and the relevance of the requested document for its decision. ln Brown &
Roof, Inc. v. The Islamic Republic of Iran, the Tribunal had to consider a
request by the respondent for the production of documents in the

possession of the daimant which, in the respondent's contention, were

necessary for an audit which it wished to have performed. The daimant
objected that the production of the documents would be possible onIy at
great expense of time and money, and that it was "unreasonable,
unnecessaryand too late." The Tribunal did not deem it "appropriate to
require the Claimants to pro duce the documents requested by the
Respondents." However, it added the following reservation:

...the Tribunal points out that this decision is without prejudice
to the TribunaL, if and when it eventually considers the merits of
the Case, weighing the evidentiary significance, if any, that
fIows from the above-mentioned Respondents' request for
production of documents and the Claimants position taken ¡n
their respective submissions.28

The Iran-US Claims Tribunal also insisted, on repeated occasions,
that it considered requests for orders to produce as admissible only if the
requesting party demonstrated that it had made specific efforts to obtain
the document through other sources.29 CARON/CAPLAN/ PELLONPÄÄ
explain that this mIe must be understood "in light of the principle that it is
primarily the responsibility of each party to submit the evidence upon
which it wishes to rely."30

Production of internaI information

The question whether a party may be required to produce internal
documents and information is a particularly controversial issue in
international arbitration. As an author from a civillaw background stated,
such production "...is rejected as totally unacceptable by many companies

28 Case N°. 50, Chamber one, Order of 4 January 1993, quoted in Caron, CapIan

& Pellonpää, 111e UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, A Commentary, 2006, 597 et seq.
29 Vera-Jo Miler on her own behalf, on behalf of Laura Aryeh, on behalf of JM

Aryeh and The Islamic Republic of Iran, Case Nos. 842, 843 and 844, Chamber One,
Order of 6 March 1992; quoted in CARON et aL. op. ciL. p. 597; and MCA Incorporated
and The Islamic Republic of Iran, Case N° 768, Cham ber Two, Order of 6 October 1983,
op.cil. p. 593.

JO Op. cit. 576.
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in the civillaw world".31 ln contrast, access to such internaI information is
one of the principal objectives of US-style discovery and plays an

important role in other forms of production requests.
The principal justification for ordering any form of document

production is to provide a parly with evidence that it does not have in its
possession. ln contractual disputes, the primary evidence is the contract
and the exchanges between the parties. Normally, both parties to the
con tract will have this evidence in their possession and will not need
discovery orders by a court or arbitral tribunaL. Discovery, and especially
discovery of documents internaI to one of the parties, thus rests on the
assumption that there is or may be a difference or even a contradiction
between, on the one hand, the conduct and communications of a party
toward the other party and, on the other hand, that party' s undisclosed
intentions.

Discovery of internaI information also presumes that such

undisclosed intentions are relevant to the case. ln most legal systems, the
failure of a party to comply with its obligations is sufficient to establish its
liabilily. ft is the objective facts that count. Good or bad intentions
normally make no difference. There are exceptions; for instance, in sorne
cases the degree of negIigence may depend on a party' s good faith; in the
calculation of damages even in legal systems that do not provide for
punitive damages, the knowledge of a party or its intentions may have an
impact. Information on a party' 5 state of llnd, its intentions, and good
faith are, however, relevant only in exceptional cases.

Systematic discovery of information internai to one or the other of the
parties implies distrust in the good faith of the party concerned and, as
HAFTER has pointed out, tends to provoke it. Production requests often
seek the disclosure of internaI documents containing internai information
with the objective

...to learn what occurred within the requested party and what
communications were exchanged between its officers and
agents. Quite often such requests involve the implicit accusation
that the requested party is not acting in good faith.32

Arbitration is based upon agreement, normally in a business
relationship of confidence. One of the principal purposes of arbitration is
to restore confidence and enable the continuation of a disturbed business

.'1 LIONNET, HANDBUOI DER INTERNATIONALEN UND NTIONALEN

ScI-lIEDSERICHlSBARKEIT (3rd ed. 2(05), 499; English translation quoted l'rom POUDRET

& BESN, COMPARATIVE LAW OF INTERNATIONAL ARBlTRATION, (2nd ed. 2(07), footnote
459(b).

12 HAFTER, The provisio/l O/l the Discovery ofl/ltenial Dociime/lts i/l the IBA I~iiles of

1999, in GLOBAL REFLECllONS ON INTERNATIONAL LAW, COMMERCE AND DlSPUTE

RESLUTION, Liber Ainicorum in honour of Robert Briner, 2005, 347, 350.
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relationship. Accusations or insinuations of bad faith are unIikely to

promote such objectives. They should be avoided in international
arbitration and, in the present author' s experience, arbitrators are rarely

impressed by such accusations and even more rarely base their decisions
on findings of that nature. Procedural devices which are based upon
assumptions of this nature should be applied only when really necessary.
As HAFTER noted, the failure of the lBA Rules to restrict orders for the
production of internal information has encouraged the fiing of discovery
requests. The observation of POUDRET and BESSON that such requests
are in the increase is unfortunately confirmed by the present author's
experience.33

Moreover, in a corporation or any other group of people, the content
of the commuiùcations between the members of the group may be
deterllned by many considerations. Often they express their personal
opinions and it is far from clear that this is also the position of the
organisation as a who le, i.e. the party to the dispute.

This is not to say that bad faith does not occur in business relations
and that there are no cases in which a party has a justified interest in
relying upon it and seeking to prove it. The considerations set out above
do, however, justify restraint in ordering production of internaI
information by international arbitrators. Such orders should be made only
if such internaI information and the requested party' s intentions are
relevant for the case made by its opponent and if there are clear
indications of bad faith on the side of the requested party.

Conclusions ori document production in international arbitration

ln the leading paradigm of international arbitration production
requests are the exception. To the extent to which they are admissible,

they are decided only at a stage of the proceedings when the parties have
presented their case and have submitted the available evidence. They must
show that the requested documents concern the contested factual
aHegations relevant for the outcome of the dispute and are capable of
proving these allegations and that the requesting party has made
reasonable efforts to obtain the document by other means. The production
of internaI documents should be required only in exceptional cases.

This paradigrn and the resulting rules on document production,

largely inspired by civil law principles of procedure, have gained

considerable acceptance among American practitioners of international
arbitration through the practice by and before the Iran-US Claims
TribunaL They find partial support in Article 3 of the lBA Rules.

33 POUDRET & BESSN, COMPARATIVE LAW OF INTERNATIONAL ARßITRATlON, (2d

ed. 2(07), para. 653.
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However, in sorne respects the lBA Rules underllne the progress
achieved, especiaHy by failng to clearly require that production requests,
as a matter of principle, should be adlltted only after the parties have set
out their full case and by failing to adequately restrict requests for the
production of documents and information internaI to a party.

The discussion of discovery and production of electronicaHy stored
information, inspired as it is by common law concerns and practices, risks
further erosion of the leading paradigm described above and the resulting
rules and practices of document production. Reference to rules and
practices developed with respect to e-discovery in common law countries
address a problem which, as shaH now be shown, remains of marginal
importance in international arbitration. There is no need to pursue their
translation into international arbitration practice.

IMP ACT OF ELECTRONICALL y STORED INFORMATION ON THE
RU LES AND PRACTICES OF DOCUMENT PRODUCTION lN
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRA TlON

There is no need in the present publication to emphasise the enormous
increase of data that is generated in aH forms of human communication in
general and in business relations in particular. Much of this data is stored
electronically and remains available. Some may be relevant for disputes in
which the organisation which stored the information may be engaged.

Does this development require new mIes or guidelines? Common
law jurisdictions in the US and England have responded in the affirmative.
So have some authors dealing with international arbitration. The foHowing
exallnation describes, first, the adopted and proposed regulations and
then examines whether, in international arbitration, there is a need for
similar regulations.

Domestic attempts to regulate e-disclosure aiid correspoiidiiig
recommendations for inteniational arbitratioii

ln the jurisdictions in which court proceedings provide for extensive
disco very or disclosure of evidence, the vast increase of electronicaHy

stored data has further complicated the discovery process, both by

increasing the complexity and costliness of the search process and by the
impact of the preservation obligation on the manner in which business
entities deal with their own information, its storage and with the balance
between preservation and deletion of information. ln court proceedings
this development has lead to an additional layer of guidelines, rules and
regulations which have been promulgated to deal with the preservation of
electronic evidence and its discovery.

ln North America, a leading role has been played by the Sedona
Conference, a non-profit research and educationai institute based in
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Sedona, Arizona.34 One of its principal areas of activity concerns

Electronically Stored Information (ESI) and its use in litigation. The

Conference published the Sedona Principles for Electronic Document
Production in 2004 and prepared a second edition in 2007. These principles
are frequently referred to and are said to have influenced the 2006

amendments in the US Federal Rules of Civil Procedure35 dealing with
matters of electronic discovery.36 A separa te set of these Sedona Principles
has been issued for Canada Y

ln England Part 31 of the Civil Procedure Rules (CPR), dealing with
Disclosure and Inspection of Documents and the corresponding Practice
Direction have been amended in October 2005, in particular by the
inclusion in the latter of a paragraph 2A on Electronic Disclosure.

Arbitration specialists on both sides of the Atlantic have focused on
this development and have identified new needs for guidance and
regulations. The American Arbitration Association (AAA) established a
Task Force on Exchange of Documentary and Electronic Materials in 2007.
The Guidelines which were eventually produced by the AAA's
international arm, the International Centre for Dispute Resolution (ICDR),
de al with "exchanges of information" in general and contain a short

section on "Electronic Documents". The section is modest in scope. It
recommends that, when documents are maintained in electronic form, the
producing party should, as a matter of principle, have the choice of the
form of production and that requests for electronic documents "should be
narrowly focused and structured to make searching for them as

economical as possible". 38
Some writers have been more ambitious in their proposaIs. SMIT and

ROBINSON, for example, conclude that "Disclosure of elech'onic
information will inevitably play an increasingly determinative role in
international business disputes that are submitted to arbitration". They
refer to the (BA Rules on the taking of evidence which they consider
"broad enough to embrace electronic information generally", but, in their
opinion, they are not enough:

H' like the recently amended Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in
the United States, e-disclosure guidelines are necessary to
supplement the lßA Rules to promote predictability, uniformity

" www.thesedonaconference.org
35 Accessible on the US Courts website at http:j jwww.uscourts.govjmles.
3" For a summary of these provisions, sec, e.g., Frank & Bédard, E/eclronic

Discovery i/l /ntemationa/ Arbitration: Wliere Neitlier tlie /BA Ru/es Nor US Litigation
Princip/es Are Enougli, 62-4 Disr. RES. J., 66 (Nov. 2007- January 2(08).

37 The Sedona Canada Princíples, Addressing Electronic Discovery, January
2008; available at the sedona website.

38 ICDR Guidelínes for Arbitrators Concerning Exchanges of Information,
accessible on the AAA website http:j j www.adr.orgjsi.asp?id=5288.
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and hence fairness in the e-disclosure process in international
arbitration.3'1

The authors themselves respond to this perceived need and add to
their article a set of "Guidelines for Disclosure of Electronically Stored
Information in International Arbitration. Apart from provisions which
apply to document production in general, the guidelines are concerned
primarily with the preservation of electronically stored information and its
search in response to production requests.

The guidelines seek to strike a balance between the perceived need
for having requested parties conduct searches in their electronically stored
information and the efforts and costs caused by such searches. They refer
to the requirement of "reasonable and good faith efforts to retain
information that may be necessary for pending or threatened arbitration",
but accept that, in the absence of special circumstances, metadata and
"deleted eiectronically stored information that exists only in fragmented,
shadowed or residuaI form" need not be preserved or produced. There is
no explanation concerning the legal basis for a requirement in

international arbitration for preserving information "necessary for
pending or threatened arbitration". The guidelines also discuss methods
of searching and for establishing when a search is too costly or
burdensome.

Other authors, as for instance BARKE1T, are less ambitious and
recommend merely that further research be conducted into arbitration
practice.40 FRANK and BéDARD also suggest that further analysis of e-
discovery issues be undertaken in order to "uncover useful principles that
arbitrators could apply". They present a list of Proposed Suggestions for
Future Discussion which are visibly inspired by the mIes and guidelines in
the US and, in a number of aspects, come close to the guidelines
recommended by SMIT and ROBlNSON.4!

TSE and PETER refer to the above-mentioned changes made in the
civil procedure mIes in England and the US and conclu de from them that
the subject should also be considered in the context of international
arbitration. They conclude:

The English and US reforms highlight the need for a debate as
to how, why and to what extent changes might be made to
guidelines provided by the IBA Rules.42

3" Op. cit: voL. 24j1, 105, 129.
;ii Op. cil. 168.

.1 Op. cil. 34.
42 Tse & Peter, ConfrontIlig the Miitrix: Do the !BA Rules Require Amendment to Deal

with the Challenges Posed by Electronically Stores Infol'ialion? 74-1 ARB., 28, 34 (February
2(08).
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They then continue by discussion of a number of such changes

inspired by these reforms.

HILL refers to the technical methods and tools developed in response
to US style discovery procedures and emphasises the greater ease and
reduced costs which these methods and tools allow to extract "the
materially relevant documents (...) from the sea of available data". He
concludes that the new technological means should favour an extension of
disco very in international arbitration:

... if the advancing technology means that a request for

disclosure can easily be satisfied, then the sc ales may tilt in
favour of ordering disclosure in circumstances where a different
outcome may have been reached in the past when the task was
more onerous.
(.. .1
As the burden decreases, the opportunity for tribunals to ensure
that they have taken account of aIl relevant facts and documents
is one that should be grasped with enthusiasm rather than

feared.43

No need to regiiiate for international arbitratÙm

Is such an extension of discovery or disclosure really necessary or
desirable in international arbitration and is there a need for more
guidelines dealing with electronic evidence? If one adopts the paradigm
of the parties' collective responsibility for gathering and producing aIl
possibly relevant evidence at an early stage of the proceedings, there

would indeed appear to be good arguments in favour of providing some
guidance about the scope of such disco very.

A rather different conclusion must be reached when one applies the
predominant paradigm in international arbitration and considers that each
party is primarily responsible for its case and the evidence required in its
support.

ln this latter approach, the claimant commences with the construction
of its case and the collection of the evidentiary support for it. As pointed
out by HILL, the tools developed especially in the US to respond to the
extensive requirements of discovery of electronicaIly stored information
can be of interest to a party anywhere in the world in the preparation of its
case.44 This potential seems to be insufficiently used or even known by

Ü "The New Reality of Electronic Disclosure in International Arbitration: A
Catalyst for Convergence ?", paper presented at the Conference on Electronic Evidence
and Disclosure in International Arbitration, Harvard Club, New York, 31 lanuary, 2008,
p.12 Sec also Chapter 5 below.

44 Op. cil. p. II.
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arbitration practitioners outside the US. Parties preparing their own case
face some of the problems that have arisen in electronic discovery in the
US. With suitable adaptations, the technology developed there can be of
assistance in this task, as wil be discussed below.

When the parties deal with electronically stored information in the
preparation of their case, they might need some technical assistance or
guidance for the use of the tools for retrieving information. They wil use
this assistance and guidance for their own pur pose. There is no need for
procedural mIes in this stage of evidence collection.

If document production issues are deaIt with as described above,
requests for production wil be made for specific documents, once the case
has been set out in detailed written SUbllssions and the principal evidence
has been produced. At that stage production requests are unlikely to differ
substantially according to the form in which the requested information is
stored. The request for production wil have to identify the specific
documents which the party seeks to obtain. ln this respect it makes little
difference whether the document is stored electronically or on paper or
whether the search is made by new electronic tools or by searching in file
cabinets. The requested party must produce the identified documents, but
it is its own responsibilty how it retrieves it. What is required is not a
search but the production of specific documents.

lt follows that in international arbitration, following recommended
practice, the electronic nature of documentary evidence does not require
any special mIes for document production. If it is accepted that the
prevailing paradigm in international arbitration places the principal
responsibility for the collection of evidence on each of the parties for their
respective cases, the large scale replacement of paper documents by
electronically stored information, is Iikely to have little effect on the rules
and practices of document production. No new rules are required.

The truly interesting issues which arise in international arbitration in
the context of electronic evidence and information technology in generaI
relate not to document production but to the submission of the documents
in the arbitration and their management in the course of the procedure,
including new risks that arise in this context. Some of these questions and
issues are outlined below.

TRUE ISSUES: RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

If one looks at electronic evidence not from the perspective of

domestic common law litigation practices but from the perspective of good
practice in international arbitration, the document production issues
become of secondary importance. The tme issues are found elsewhere.
They concern the arbitral process itself, primarily the relations between the
parties and the tribunal and to sorne extent also the relations between the
parties. For the arbitration process electronically stored information and
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information technologies in general open new horizons which present a
great potential for effcient management of the dispute but also new
challenges and risks. lt is this potential and these risk which deserve
particular attention from the arbitration community because they are likely
to shape the procedures of the future.

The discussion of technical and legal issues arising in the context of
electronic evidence in international arbitration is stilliargely dependent on
the" discovery" -related experience in conunon law countries, in particular
in the US.45 If the necessary adjustments are made, some of the tools
developed in this context and the practical experience gathered there can
be put to use in international arbitration proceedings. This also applies to
the providers of special services in this field.

ln addition, work has been done specifically in the arbitration context
which deals with these matters. ln particular, a Task Force of the ICC
Commission on Arbitration has exallned issues arising from the use of
information technologies in arbitration.46 The Commssion has adopted its
report on issues to be considered47 and Operating Standards for Using IT
in International Arbitration48 (the ICC Operating Standards). This work is
complemented by the development of NetCase, the ICC facility for
conducting arbitration proceedings in an online environment.49 Other

publications dealing with electronic evidence specifically from an
international arbitration perspective are rare.50

The following addresses sorne of the issues that do or may arise and
which merit further consideration.

Risks

One of the principal advantages of electronic documents is the ease
with which they can be generated and modified. This also constitutes one
of the major risks when dealing with them as evidence. When considering
the risks of electronic evidence one must first of aIl distinguish between
evidence which has some relation to a paper document and that which
only exists in an electronically stored form.

The first category of evidence has at some stage taken the form of a
paper document and in this form became relevant for the relations

45 Sec, e.g., Fletcher, nie Use of TecllJlology iii the Productioii of Dow/Ileiits, ICC

Court Bulletin, 2006 Special Supplement, 101 (iIl which the only references are to English
and US procedures and mIes).

46 sCHÄFER, "IT in Arbitration: the Work of the ICC Task Force, in Using
Technology to Resolve Business Disputes", Special Supplement to the ICC International
Court of Arbitration Bulletin (200), 59.

47 "Issues to be Considered when Using IT in International Arbitration", in
Special Supplement (previous note), 63.

'" Special Supplement, 75.
4" PHILIPPE, "NetCase: A New ICC ArbitTation Facility", Special Supplement, 53.
50 One may mention the article by FLETCHER, referred to already.
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between the parties to the dispute. For instance, a contract may have been
drafted on a word processor, then signed in a printed form and produced
in the arbitration only as an electronic document. ln such a case there is
normally a paper document against which the electronic document can be
compared. ln the context of international arbitration these issues have
received sorne attention in the ICC Operating Standards.51 Further work
on this issue, however, may be required.

A major source of risks and dangers results from the evolutionary
process in the generation of documents, which often does not have a final
conclusion. This evolutionary process is characterised by the great ease
with which electronic documents may be modified in the course of their
production. As a consequence, it may be difficult to identify the version of
a document which was actuaIly communicated between the parties and is
determinative for the assessment of a factual or legal situation. The
manipulation of documents is much easier. Such manipulation may occur
even witlOut il-intention and is often difficult to detect.

More generally, it must be expected that the vast potential for fraud
which emerges from the widespread use of electronic data and their
communication sooner or later wil find its reflection in the arbitration
process, especially as information technologies gain an increasing role in
the procedure.

As one of the consequences, disputes about the "authenticity" of a
document; the tme origin of electronicaIly stored information; its time of
generation, transmission and receipt can give ri se to doubts and

controversy. ln some respect these controversies resemble silllar issues
with paper documents and one might look to the procedures for dealing
with such issues as a starting point for resolving the more complex
disputes in the electronic world. Unfortunately, the question of falsified
evidence seern to have received little attention in international arbitration
practice; but perhaps one should say "fortunately", since the reason for
this lack of attention may be that its occurrences have been rare.52

However, it may weIl be that issues of this nature wil be more frequent in
the future when electronic evidence comes into play.

An example of the type of complications that can arise was
experienced by the author in an arbitration in which one of the parties
alleged that it had received a certain document by e-mail from a senior
executive of the other party. The authenticity of the document itself was
not in issue; the controversy turned on the e-mail communication by
which the document was said to have been translltted from one side to

51 E.g. P8 in the Operating Standards and section 3.3 "Data integrity issues" in

the Issues to be Considered, op. cil. p. 69.
52 A much publicised exception are the false documents that were produced in a

border dispute before the International Court of Justice and, once the falsification
discovered, withdrawn without a ruling of the Court by the state having produced them.
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the other, and those other e-mail communications through which the
document was subsequently passed to several members of the recipient s
organisation. The alleged original transllssion from one side to the other
could not be found. Extensive investigations were conducted and expert
opinions produced about the efforts to detect any traces which the elusive
e-mail communication may have left. The subsequent internaI
communications were in part available only in truncated form because
some of the protagonists, possibly with the sole objective of avoiding
unnecessarily long e-mails, had deleted the earlier parts of e-mail chains.

The difficulties that the tribunal faced in that case arose in part from
the fast developing technologies for recovering traces of electronic
documents and the contradictory views expressed in this respect by each
of the experts which the parties had engaged and who produced a series of
successive expert opinions. A more problematic aspect concerned the need
for special knowledge and resources for investigating the technical issues
raised by the incident. Normally, arbitral tribunals cannot perform these
investigations themselves. They must obtain the assistance from
independent experts. As a last resort, they may have to defer the matter to
a crillnal investigation; a rather undesirable option.

It would seem desirable that arbitration practitioners, in cooperation
with IT specialists, examine the issues that may arise in international
arbitration proceedings when it cOlnes to determining whether an
electronic document is indeed what it is represented to be.

Data collection

Apart from the risks which electronic storage of information poses in
the arbitration process, the new technologies in this field also offer great
potential for an efficient conduct of the arbitration, through new and more
efficient data management methods. The potential contributions can be
grouped into three fields: data collection, data search and retrieval and
data presentation and management.

Any effort to build the evidentiary basis for an arbitration case must
commence with the identification of the sources of potential evidence. The
most important of these sources is obviously the party itself. Making this
source available for the preparation of the case requires an understanding
on the part of counsel of the manner in which information is managed and
stored in the client organisation. Traditionally, collecting the evidence for
a case required searching in fiing cabinets of various departments or

individual employees of the client organisation who are or were at some
time involved with the substance of the matter of the dispute.

Where information is stored electronically this identification can be
simplified if and to the extent it is contained in the organisation' s network.
However, the importance of this source should not be overestimated. Data
may be stored outside the network; for instance on an employees hard
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disk (comparable to his personal filing cabinet in the old days). It may
have been deleted or lost, or it may not have been generated in paper
format and never converted into electronic information.

When seeking to identify the sources of relevant information, it is
iniportant to look for special systems or forms for generating and organising
records relating to particular events. For instance, work groups within an
organisation or from different organisations cooperating on a project may
develop their own system when generating or collecting large amounts of
information and documents during the course of their cooperation.

For exampIe, on most major construction projects, systems of
communication are applied, distinguishing between different types of
records, classifying and numbering them and now (increasingly) also
storing them electronically. When the parties in a construction project have
used some system of "build on line" or "e-construction" a large part of the
document collection effort has been accomplished already, provided the
system has been applied consistently.53 Similar systems are used in the
context of other projects; for example, the negotiation of the contracts for
large and complex projects, or the" data room" in a due diligence process
during corporate acquisitions and mergers.

ln addition to the data that is collected from the client and related

organisations, other sources must be searched for technical, economic and
other information that may be relevant to the dispute. The internet and
special search engines offer enormous possibililies. Other searches for
information may have to be conducted in special networks.

ln the efforts for collecting data, two major risks must be borne in mind.
The first of these risks concerns the rules and regulations concerning

confdentiality, privilege and data protection. The second relates to efficiency;
the coUected data must remain manageable and accessible for use in building
the case and arguing it in the arbitration. ln this respect, methods and tools for
data search and inormation retrieval nee be considered.

Data search and retrieval

With the rapid growth of electronically stored data, the methods and
tools for searching them and for retrieving from them those elements
which are relevant for a specific question have made similarly rapid
progress. ln this respect, technology used in electronic discovery can make
its contributions to arbitration practitioners.

Mention has been made already of the tools which information
technologies offer for assisting a party in searching vast amounts of

53 Experience shows that, unfortunately, the good intentions guiding the creation

of such systems are not always strictly applied and inconsistencies in the
implementation of Uie system may occur which crea te risks of gaps ín the data base built
up by the parties.
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eiectronically stored data and using the results for the construction of its
case. Many of these tools have been developed, are applied or
recomT1ended for discovery procedures in common law countries,
especially the US.

The English Practice Direction to CPR 31 mentions as a form of
electronic search only "keyword searches" but then adds that there "may be
other forms of electronic search that may be appropriate in particular
circumstances".54 ln the US, the Sedona Principles are more explicit in
listig search methods: "data sampling, searching or the use of selection
criteria, to identI data reasonably likely to contain relevant information."55

More detailed ad vice on such methods is provided by a study of the
Sedona Conference on search and retrieval methods. Starting with "de-
duplication", the study describes what is now the traditional method of
"keyword searches" and some of its variants, especially Boolean models
and" fuzzy" matching techniques. lt then presents a number of alternative
search tools and methods, such as "conceptual search methods which rely
on semantic relations between words, and/or which use 'thesauri' to
capture documents that would be missed in keyword searching". These
methods assist in locating information that relates to a desired concept,
without the presence of a particular word or phrase. Other methods use
statistics, machine learning tools and mathematical probabilities.56

The Sedona project on Search and Information Retrieval Methods
emphasises that these tools have a use beyond the discovery process and
"can be used in overall case management to search across pleadings, legal
research, discovery responses, expert reports, and attorney work
product".5 This may weil be, and counsel preparing and managing cases
with a large basis of electronic data are weIl advised to bear in mind the
potential of such tools. However, it should be examined in each case
whether the information which has been assembled and which must be
searched and managed is of such diversity and complexity that keyword-
based searches are not sufficient. ln many if not most cases, the documents
assembled for an arbitration have been generated or received by the
client' s organisation. They can be expected to be more accessible and more
easily searchable than documents and information of an opponent party in
an unfarniliar data landscape.

What is important, both at the level of data collection and in the
search and retrieval efforts, is the need for continuous interaction between
the electronic tools, the physical persons involved on the client side and

54 Setion 2A.5

55 Item II.
56 The Sedona Conference Best Practices Coimnentary on the Use of Search and

Information Retrieval Methods in E-Discovery, August 2007, in The Sedona Conference
Journal, Fall 2007, 189, especíaly at 202 et seq_ and Appendix ("Types of search
Methods"), 217 et seq.

57 Id. at 203.
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the lead counseI with his or her team. Gathering information and

searching it have as their objective the development of the case. This
requires an iterative process in which the case theory guides the data
collection and searches and where, inversely, the information resulting
from the search wil influence and possibly contradict the case theory,
requiring its adaptation.

Data presentation and management

Once collected and screened for their relevance to the case, the data
must be introduced in the proceedings. They must be sublltted to the
tribunal and managed as the case progresses. This is a field which has
received litte attention from arbitration practitioners; but it is of critical
importance if one considers the need of the arbitral tribunal to access and
understand the evidence sublltted to it.

ln this context, systems for an online basis through which the
proceedings are conducted are particularly interesting. NetCase, the system
developed and now used in ICC arbitration, has been mentioned already. lt
allows ail submissions to be made in electronic form, placing them on a
dedicated site. ln this system the entire case forms its own data base which
the arbitra tors and counsel may access from anywhere in the world.

For some types of evidence, use in its electronic form may be the only
practical method of dealing with it in the arbitration. This is the case in
particular with respect to certain data bases on special software. For
instance, damages calculations may heavily rely on a party's accounting
systems and data bases. For calculations to be made on the basis of these
systems, they must be used in their electronic form. A similar situation
arises in the context of issues relating to construction programmes and
daims for delay and disruption. As these programmes are managed by
special software, any systematic analysis will have to have access and be
able to use the construction programme in its electronic format; paper
print-outs are practically useless in this context.

FLETCHER has described a number of aspects relating to the
presentation of evidence in an electronic form. He describes some of the
useful tools but also warns that care must be ta ken "...to ensure that
presentation gimmicks do not prevail over substance and that time is not
wasted on unnecessary attempts to deploy or demonstrate counsels full
range of technological skils which do not advance the tribunals
understanding of the case".58

Useful electronic presentations have their pitfalls too. Demonstrative
exhibits and computer animations may be powerful tools for ma king a

case. But the opponent must be able to verify that the underlying
assumptions are correct. This is often only possible if the data used in

58 Op. cil. 108.
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building up the demonstration is made available to the other side in a
timely fashion.

When subnútting argument and evidence to the arbitral tribunaL, the
parties often fail to take adequate account of the fact that, after the hearing,
the arbitra tors are alone and must fid their way through a huge volume
of evidence and argument. Therefore, it is not sufficient to make a well-
organised presentation to the tribunal at the hearing. The arbitrators must
be able, after the hearing, to retrieve the argument and evidence. The
demonstrative exhibits must remain available for the arbitrators and it
must be possible that, from the text in the transcript, the arbitra tors may
understand what exhibits were the subject of the discussion.

The useful assistance which sorne forms of presentation offer may be
accompanied by inconveniences which may cancel out the advantages. For
instance, the "interactive brief", which enables the arbitrator to call
irnediately onto the screen the supportive evidence on wluch the author of

the brief relies. ln addition to the useful features which Fletcher describes,59
such a brief also has its inconveniences. The text creates a li to supportig

exhibit, but these exhibits are those which are attached to the brief, not those
which the arbitrator used previously, for instance at the hearing. As a result
any notes or marks which the arbitrator may have made on the document at
the hearing wil not be seen on the exlubit which shows up when the link is
activated. ln the end the most user-friendly solution, from the perspective of

the needs of the h'ibunal, may be a joint database for the entire case on
which aIl subnússions, including evidence, are accessible.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the parties may go a step further.
Instead of making certain presentations to the arbitrators they may deliver
to them tools which assist them in making their decision. As an example,
one may take interest calculation. ln a case with a multitude of claims and
fluctuating rates, the parties may prepare for the arbitrators a data base or
an Excel spreadsheet containing the reference rates as published by an
agreed institution, as they evolved over time. The arbitra tors may then
enter the mal' gin that they find applicable and specify the amounts for
each of the claims awarded. The software then automatically calculates
the interest amounts due. This method has great potential for certain
types of decisions and may reduce the risk of errors, provide the
arbitra tors know how to apply it correctly.

ln conclusion, the new information technologies provide great

potential for effective management of an international arbitration. But they
also require that practitioners examine more closely this potential so as to
ensure that risks can be avoided, as far as possible, and that the most
effective use is made of this potentiaL

59 Op. ciL. 119.
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